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Introducing TAOPED, The Premier Provider of Continuing Education Tracking, Storage, and
Analysis
Portland, OR – June 18, 2012 – Dig out that long‐forgotten manila folder at the back of your
desk, tell the intern to stop updating that spreadsheet on your desktop, and notify your hr
department that you have a better way to manage your continuing education. TAOPED
(www.taoped.com), the Internet’s premier resource for continuing and professional
education management is here. With a free account from TAOPED any professional from
any field can easily and efficiently track, store, and analyze coursework, course credits, and
provider relationships for all their continuing education needs.
TAOPED IS THE INTELLIGENT AND EFFICIENT WAY TO MANAGE CONTINUING AND PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION
TAOPED is for busy professionals who want an effortless way to store the continuing
education credits they earn from their professional coursework, stay on track with their
credential or license renewal requirements, and analyze the ways they earn their
continuing education credits, regardless of provider, venue, topic, field, or credential.
With TAOPED these professionals now have a simple, efficient, and free solution that allows
them to:
● store information about any course,
● analyze how they complete their continuing education coursework,
● keep track of what they spend on their coursework, and
● and access and update their accounts from anywhere.
“We’ve seen the frustration and anxiety the license renewal process can take for any
professional,” said Blake Lyman, founder and Managing Partner of TAOPED, LLC. “We
created TAOPED as a resource for anyone who needs to collect and track continuing
education coursework for their profession. Our goal is to provide a single resource in which
any professional in any field, working for a firm of any size, can manage the courses they
take, the credits they earn, and how they earn them.”
WHY TAOPED

● In less than 1 minute any professional, administrator, or assistant can set up a free
TAOPED account and begin managing coursework today.
● There are no limits on the number of courses, credits, or credentials a professional
can track on TAOPED.
● TAOPED is accessible anytime from anywhere with an Internet connection.
● All TAOPED data is safely stored on secured servers.
WHAT’S NEXT

Stay tuned for more features as TAOPED adds paid and group accounts, that include
advanced analytical analysis of course work, sharing of accounts, and better tracking of
coursework to help professionals ensure they’re on track for their re‐accreditation
requirements.
ABOUT TAOPED (http://www.TAOPED.com)
Founded in 2011, TAOPED, an acronym for Training and Online Professional Education, is a
simple, easy‐to‐use online resource for licensed professionals to store, track, and analyze
their continuing education courses and credits. Using TAOPED any professionals from any
field can set up an account and add and track courses for re‐accreditation or license
renewal. Accounts are safe, secure, and accessible from anywhere an Internet connection is
available. Registration is free and takes less than 1 minute.
For more information on TAOPED’s free online continuing education management
solutions, please visit www.taoped.com

